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Shimmer Wing 
  
By Sandra Frain, B.C.S., M.S.C  
  
A story written to tell at the life celebration of a young girl who had been bitten by 
a snake while camping with her family in the forest.  
   
First the setting ……………… We gathered, at 4:00pm on Sunday February 18th 2007 on 
the sandy bottom of the middle of a wide creek where Shalem loved to play and swim. 
  
Standing in the centre of the sand was a wooden totem pole that had been carved by 
Shalem’s father and her mother and some of their friends. The totem pole had angel 
wings at its three quarter mark and it had a dolphin, whale, turtle and a serpent 
exquisitely adorning it’s length. In the centre was a picture of Shalem. 
  
Near the base was a shelf on which there was a box containing Shalem’s ashes. People 
placed gifts to the family there. All around the totem curved a sandy spiral where people 
placed colourful blossoms and stones and shells. A fire was lit in a brazier. 
  
Children played in the sand, mounding and dripping the wet sand into castles.  Yasmin 
and Corey thanked people for coming to celebrate Shalems wonderful life. I was 
introduced as her day-care teacher and proceeded to tell my story. 
  
After the story, people shared memories of Shalem and sang songs and played music 
that was inspired by and dedicated to Shalem.  People placed individual prayer bags in 
the fire. Shalem’s parents offered Shalem’s ashes to the incoming tidal water of the 
Pacific Ocean. The totem was carried like a cross out of the creek. The colourful 
blossoms and stones on the spiral tossed about as the tide filled up the creek. Votive 
candles floated out to sea. 
          
Families were given a bird wing vine to take home to plant in their own gardens (in the 
story the yellow-bell flower from the ‘bird wing’ vine is Shimmer Wing’s best friend). 
  
  
Once upon a time in a very wet rainforest there lived so many friends that you could 
never count them all. These friends talked to each other and played with each other and 
they worked together and they even fought sometimes like good friends do! 
  
One of these friends was a brilliant blue butterfly called ‘Shimmer Wing’. Shimmer Wing’ 
butterfly loved to play ‘peek- a- boo’. You would see her flying about as blue as blue could 
be and then, whit, she was gone. But if you looked carefully you would see that she had 
hidden the blue side of her wings and now she looked like a brown leaf on a tree branch. 
Very tricky she was. This was her song: 
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I’m flash of blue. How do you do? Can you see me? Peek- a –boo. I see you! 
(Sandra waved a blue scarf through the air and then hid it behind her) 
  
Shimmer Wing’s best friend was Yellow Bell-Flower. Shimmer Wing knew that she was in 
for a tasty treat of Yellow Bell’s nectar when she saw her yellow flower. She tickled 
Yellow Bell with her butterfly tootsies when she landed on yellow bell’s petals.  Yum yum 
mmm she sipped yellow bell’s nectar with her long butterfly tongue 
(and the teeny butterfly eggs inside her grew a little bit bigger). 
  
In the wet rainforest Yellow Bell lived next to a bush. Under this bush lived Satin Bower 
Bird. In Satin Bower Bird’s nest lay many blue things – a blue pin, a piece of blue string, a 
shiny blue lolly wrap and even some of his own blue feathers. Having lots of blue things in 
his home was a good way to make friends! Shimmer Wing liked to tease him by flying 
past his bower and dazzling him with her own brilliant blue wings as she looked at his 
collection. 
  
What a perfect place to lay her butterfly eggs above Satin Bower Bird’s blue treasures! 
Lots of leaves for her greedy larvae babies to eat when they hatched! So close to her 
best friend Yellow Bell (whom her babies could visit when they grew their wings). 
  
One night Shimmer Wing saw a light in the sky that was different to her friends the stars.  
This light was like a starry ball with a magnificent tail behind it. It had an even bigger tail 
than that noisy Lyre-Bird neighbor who always made such a racket mimicking this bird 
and that animal. 
  
Shimmer Wing flew up to Grandpa Koala who was sitting in a top branch of grandfather 
gum tree.  ‘What is that light up there in the sky, Grandfather Koala?’. 
  
Grandpa Koala chewed on his gum leaves and didn’t answer for a while. He shifted his 
big bottom on the grandfather gum tree branch where he was sitting and he cleared his 
throat as grandfathers do. 
  
‘It is like a giant broom sweeping the heavens and collecting good things. It showers 
presents onto Mother Earth too,’ he said. 
  
‘What kind of presents?’  asked Shimmer Wing. 
  
Grandfather Koala answered, ‘Presents like colours, and brightness, and goodness’. 
Grandfather Koala cleared his throat again - ‘We eat the presents and we climb them and 
we breath them and we walk on them. And’, he added, ‘it collects presents from Mother 
Earth too’. 
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‘Ohh’, said Shimmer Wing. Then she flew down and laid her eggs underneath a big leaf 
inside the leafy bush of Satin Bower Bird’s bower. When she finished she heard a 
‘neighghgh’. It was her friend, Frangipani Unicorn. 
  
‘Frangipani Unicorn will you take me up to visit the light?’ Shimmer Wing fluttered by 
frangipani’s tall white ear.   Frangipani Unicorn could leap over rainbows when she 
wanted to. Frangipani was kind and she was gentle and she was very strong. 
  
Frangipani Unicorn closed her eyes and imagined herself leaping up, up, up, into the sky 
to the bright light. 
  
‘I can try,’ she neighed softly. Frangipani Unicorn trotted and cantered and galloped so 
fast that she rose up in to the sky with Shimmer Wing hiding inside her tall white ear.  Up, 
up, up, they flew to where fluff and puff clouds played peek-a-boo with the bright light of 
the comet’s magnificent tail. 
  
‘ I love you’ Shimmer Wing fluttered, waving her wings to Frangipani Unicorn. Frangipani 
Unicorn galloped back through the cloudy and starry sky to her home on Mother Earth. 
  
In the morning the forest was calm. The Bangalow Palms were waving their fronds 
graciously. The dew fairies sparkled on the rocks and trees. The light of the Mighty Sun 
and the pitter-patter raindrop fairies made colourful rainbows everywhere. Frangipani 
Unicorn was practicing jumping over them and under them and even through them all. 
  
Grandpa Koala felt wiser as he sat in his gum tree chewing on his gum leaves and 
pondering on the brightness of the comet and it’s magnificent tail of light.  
  
Satin Bower Bird found pretty blue angel wings in front of his bower! Yellow Bell’s petals 
shimmered and smelt more beautiful than ever. 
  
All of Shimmer Wing’s friends were brighter and more beautiful than ever before. All of 
Shimmer Wing’s friends were filled with her ‘shimmer’ forever and ever. 
  
  
Susan also refers to the story in her final chapter : 
  
A story that has recently touched my life was from a Canadian colleague, Sandra, now 
living and working in Australia. A few weeks after attending one of my workshops she 
contacted me to discuss her sudden and humbling task of helping plan a funeral for a 
young child.  A girl from her kindergarten (a few months before her fourth birthday) had 
died from a snake-bite while camping in the rainforest with her family. 
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Taking ideas from the parents, images from the rainforest and the child’s other favourite 
things, and images from the current nature phenomena (a comet passed overhead the 
day the child died), Sandra combined these with her own personal knowledge of the little 
girl, Shalem, and created a very moving ritual and story to share at the funeral. 
  
Shalem was described by many who knew her as ‘a most ethereal little girl – a butterfly 
who fluttered here and there, a child with a lively imagination and an exuberance in 
nature’. Some of Shalem’s favourite things were butterflies, bower birds, the rainforest, 
and playing ‘peek-a-boo’. Her best friend Bethanni was particularly attached to a toy 
Unicorn. Shalem was endeared to her grandfather whom she thought !was like a Koala 
Bear. The morning after Shalem’s death her mother found a pair of blue plastic angel 
wings outside their tent (dropped by the bower bird?). 
  
Sandra, on suggestion from the mother, chose the blue Ulysses butterfly as the metaphor 
to represent the child and her journey. Called ‘Shimmer Wing’ (see pg …..), her story is 
about nature and life cycles, and builds a connection from the earth to the heavens. At 
the funeral, Sandra invited all the children and adults gathered in front of her to help make 
the sounds of the rainforest at special times through the story. This provided some 
lightness in the telling ritual. At the end, families were given a Bird Wing Vine to take 
home and plant in their own gardens - in the story the yellow-bell flower from the ‘bird 
wing’ vine is Shimmer Wing’s best friend. 
  
Sandra’s story is a beautiful example of how story making and storytelling worked 
together to help commemorate the tragic end of a young child’s life. After Shalem’s death 
her parents reported that her big brother seemed to be filled with a strength of character, 
a bravery that he had not had previously, as though his sister’s courageous spirit had 
entered him. Bethanni's mother commented how intently Bethanni (Shalem's best friend) 
listened to the story. 
  
There were other stories of individual growth following her death and the funeral. 
Shalem's parents were so grateful for Sandra’s contribution and commented that ‘no 
wonder Shalem thought of Sandra as her ‘fairy godmother’ and loved coming to her 
kindergarten’. Apparently Shalem would not settle at another day-care and so her mother 
had to keep searching till Shalem and Sandra found each other.  
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